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Organisation: Connecting Strategy & Telecom Solutions, S.L.
The goal proposal is to optimize operational costs based on using existing resources, transforming processes and adapting real requirements of Telco infrastructure for balancing organically investments and debt, measurable with financial indicators, i.e., ROCE*.

**Cause:**
- Accelerate Integration
- Implement Predictive Platform
- Integrate Big Data & IA
- Make decisions efficient

**Effect:**
- Increase Vertical Markets Development
- Lead 5G Technology. Reduce risks
- Monitor real time facts
- Adequate business response

*ROCE: Return On Capital Employed*
Organisation Profile

- Launched projects for ITC sectors from concept to functional status.
- Speaking Telecommunications and Consultancy language.
- Coordinated consortium in project proposal.
- Example of Projects involved:
  - Roaming Hub
  - Fullstack Provisioning
  - Network Monitoring

Purpose:
Create employment based on collaborative model, knowledge and experience.

www.celticplus.eu

PMP4T, Fernando Iglesias, Initiator and Proposer
Proposal introduction

Register and document method
Share data with the rest of Business Units
Expand functionality to more key indicators
Use a predictive analysis to anticipate incidents. Standardize a scalable model
Implement Data streaming ingestion
Design Blueprint processes
Inventory existing data sources
Access existing skillset
Select a small number of key business indicators
Build a semi-structured historical database
Deploy statistical analysis and criteria
Implement visualization and natural language access to data

Wizart 2018
Proposition introduction

Innovation through processes:
- Facing Uncertainty and Complexity
- Providing Flexibility
- Adjusting in Systemic Environment

ACOM “Advanced Circular Operational Model” - Wizart Idea Proposal
Partners

Expertise
- Telecommunications Operator
- Mobile service provider
- Manufacturers and Providers for Telco Operators
- Investors
- Project Management Offices

Possible Role
- Leading scope
- Advisor specifications of infrastructure deployed
- Financial to support first project phases
- Business Processes Offices

Main Values
- Collaborative – Helper
- Committed – Growing together
Contact Info

For more information or to participate please contact:

Fernando Iglesias
CEO & Founder
Initiator and Proposer
fernando.iglesias@wizart.es
Madrid 28015 - Spain

Presentation available at:
www.tiny.cc/projectidea
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